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Bobby Jones at St. Andrews

Dear Subscriber:

T

here are those who do not like the golf at St.
The stories that follow span 14 years and include just
Andrews and they will no doubt deny any
16 competitive rounds—10 at match play; 8 of those in
charm to the links themselves, but there must surely be
1930. They tell how Mr. Jones learned to win on the Old
none who will deny a charm to the place as a whole.
Course, and how, through that process, the town and he
It may be immoral, but it is delightful to see a whole
were drawn together.
town given up to golf; to see the butcher and the baker
1921 Open Championship
and the candlestick maker shoulJune 23-25, St. Andrews
dering his clubs as soon as his day’s
Inside This Issue
Bobby Jones was 19 years old the
work is done and making a dash
first time he crossed the Atlantic to
for the links. ... it is that utter selfSt. Andrews
play competitively in England and
abandonment to golf that gives the
Bobby
and
Billy
Scotland. “[I] added a lot to my
place its attractiveness.
meager stock of golfing education by
- Bernard Darwin, 1910
taking a lacing in the British amaThis is an account of two Ameriteur championship at Hoylake and
can amateurs—from consecutive
performing one last superbly childgenerations at the beginning of the 20th century—who
ish gesture by picking up—that is, withdrawing—in the
were overwhelmed by St. Andrews and who St. AndreBritish open championship at St. Andrews,” he wrote in
ans chose to honor. We focus on what was accomplished
1927.
competitively and socially only at St. Andrews by Robert T.
In 1916, Mr. Jones, 14, had first walked onto the
(Bobby) Jones, Jr. and William C. (Billy) Campbell.
national golf stage at Merion to compete in the U.S.
Mr. Jones’ competitive appearances at St. Andrews—
Amateur. He played well in the first qualifying round
two Open Championships, a Walker Cup, and an Amabut was shortly dispatched in match play. The new boy
teur Championship—spanned the range of his short
from Georgia, however, demanded attention. Three years
career. He retired from competitive golf at age 28.
later he was the runner-up in the U.S. Amateur and the
Canadian Open.
In 1987, Mr. Campbell, 64, was the winner of the
Silver Club, signifying his Captaincy of the Royal &
Ancient Golf Club. Only two Americans were previously
so honored by the R&A. No one else in golf ’s long history
has served as Captain of the R&A as well as President of
the United States Golf Association (1982 & 1983).

Mr. Darwin described the Old Course ground as
“never helping us; in its kindest mood it is no more than
strictly impartial”. Mr. Jones wrote, “Truly, if I had to
select one course upon which to play the match of my life,
I should have selected the Old Course.” And he did.

®

By the time he arrived in Scotland in 1921, he was
nicknamed Boy Wonder, and St. Andreans knew he was
someone to watch as the 56th Open Championship
began. Mr. Jones, 19, was paired with Jock Hutchison,
who would go on to win. In the first round (morning),
Mr. Jones shot 78 and Mr. Hutchison 72. In the second
round (afternoon), Mr. Jones shot 74 and led the amateur field at 152.
However, the third round (the following morning),
saw Mr. Jones take 46 strokes to play the out nine. At the
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10th—the hole that would be posthumously named for
him—he made 6. At the short 11th he hit his tee shot
into Hill Bunker and took four to get his ball on the
green. Exasperated, he picked up his ball, which ended
his competitive participation but, at that time, it was
permissible for him to continue playing, which he did
through the fourth round.
“I have some sterling regrets in golf. This is the principle regret—that ever I quit in a competition ... But I
was a youngster, still making my reputation. And I often
have wished I could in some way offer a general apology
for picking up my ball on the eleventh green of the third
round, when I had a short putt left for a horrid six.”

1926 Walker Cup
June 2-3, St. Andrews

putts. At Royal Lytham he won the first of his three
Open Championships and returned home to the first of
his two New York ticker tape parades—the only person
ever so honored twice.
Later in the summer of 1926, Mr. Jones won the U.S.
Open at Scioto but finished runner-up at Baltusrol in his
attempt to win a third straight U.S. Amateur. In the fall,
he retired his clubs for the winter, entered Emory University Law School, and, as the reigning U.S. and British
Open Champion, wrote his first book, Down the
Fairway, which was published in 1927. Herbert Warren
Wind later reported that Mr. Jones wrote the book at
this point in his golf career because “he felt enormously
happy and fulfilled after
winning the two Opens
in the same year—the
first golfer ever to do so.
Furthermore, he never
expected to have another
year that would top his
accomplishments in 1926.
He was wrong there, of
course.”

Having tucked three
major championship victories under his belt—1923
U.S. Open (Inwood), 1924
U.S. Amateur (Merion),
and 1925 U.S. Amateur
(Oakmont)—since his
1921 visit to St. Andrews,
1927 Open
Mr. Jones, along with the
Championship
entire U.S. Walker Cup
July 13-15, St. Andrews
Team, arrived in Britain
during a general strike and
Mr. Jones’ entry into
Bobby Jones playing from the 1st tee of the Old Course
in time to enter the Amateur Chamthe 1927 U.S. Open at Oakmont
pionship being played at Muirfield the week before the
precluded his traveling to Liverpool to compete in the
Walker Cup.
Amateur Championship, the only major championship he had so far failed to win. However, his miserable
Mr. Jones was defeated in the Amateur quarter-final
eleventh place finish at Oakmont apparently stirred his
by Scotsman Andrew Jamieson. In the final, Jess Sweetcompetitive blood to defend as the 1926 Open Chamser, from St. Louis, became the first American-born Amapion, with the added attraction that it would be played at
teur Champion. In the 1922 U.S. Amateur (Brookline),
St. Andrews.
Mr. Sweetser had defeated Mr. Jones—both age 20—8
& 7 in the semi-final.
Mr. Jones, his father, and friends booked passage on
R.M.S. Transylvania, arriving in Glasgow just five days
From Muirfield, everyone moved on to St. Andrews
before the competition was to begin. Despite the obvifor the second playing of the Walker Cup. The U.S.
ous lack of preparation, Mr. Jones tied the record (71)
team won by the slightest margin, six matches to five,
in his Open qualifying round over the New Course. He
and there was speculation that it all turned on a first
was clearly motivated by improving his performance at
day foursomes match that was won at the 17th by the
Oakmont, defending his 1926 Open title, the spectators,
American team. During the singles match the following
and St. Andrews.
day—over 36 holes—Mr. Jones beat Cyril Tolley 12 and
11. The British captain, Robert Harris, commented that
Despite his young age, 25, his major championship
Britain was barely beaten again “... in more poignant
competitions had honed habits he depended upon. In
aggravation”.
the past he ate voraciously during competitions but, as
he wrote in Down the Fairway, “Not any more. For
Mr. Jones decided to stay in Britain after the Walker
breakfast, when I can eat, a strip of bacon and a small
Cup to compete in the Open Championship at Royal
chop and a cup of black coffee. For luncheon, between
Lytham & St. Annes. His qualifying round, played at
rounds, a slice of dry toast and a cup of tea.”
Sunningdale, took just 66 strokes—33 shots and 33
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His opening round of 68 over the Old Course was
the first time he was under 70 in a major championship.
He played the out nine in just 32 strokes,holing a 30
foot putt at the 2nd and a 120 foot putt at the 5th. He
played home in 36 strokes having taken just 29 putts for
the round. He held the lead for the entire 72 holes with
rounds of 68, 72, 73 and 72. His 285 total was the lowest score recorded to that point in the national opens of
Great Britain and the United States.
Bernard Darwin described the winning moment:
As soon as the last putt was holed the greater part
of the multitude (about 15,000 in the area) surged
up the slope—and enveloped the
champion. ... Then clasping his
famous “Calamity Jane” tightly
in his hand he was hoisted upon
willing shoulders while hundreds
of hands patted him on the back
or any other available portion
of him. The crowd swung this
way and that with its burden.
Bobby’s cap was soon irretrievably lost, but still he held his
putter inviolate over his head.
At long last he was safely on the
ground again and the admiring
crowd followed him, gazing and
patting until he was safe in his
hotel.

would reveal their remarkable challenges over the six days
and eight rounds that it would take to win, allowing Mr.
Jones the reality of winning all four majors—the two
Amateur Championships and the two Open Championships—in a single lifetime of competitive golf - or even a
single season.

1930 Amateur Championship
May 26-31, St. Andrews

Crossing on Cunard’s R.M.S. Mauretania in late
April, the U.S. Walker Cup team, captained by Mr.
Jones, arrived in England for their mid-May matches at
Royal St. George’s, Sandwich. The American team, with
a score of ten points to two, won
for the sixth consecutive time.
Notable among the 36-hole singles
matches was the pairing of Roger
Wethered and Mr. Jones. Mr.
Jones defeated Mr. Wethered 9 &
8. They would meet again in the
Amateur 36-hole final just a few
days on.

In his second book, Golf is
My Game, Mr. Jones wrote, “... I
have soberly concluded that this
was the most important tournament of my life. Without it, I
should never even in a lifetime
have won this one of the four
major championships of the golf
At the prize giving outside the
world and the Grand Slam would
main entrance to the Royal &
have died aborning.” CompetAncient clubhouse, he won the
ing against Syd Roper, Mr. Jones’
St. Andrean hearts yet again when
1930 Amateur began at 3 p.m.
Bobby Jones holding the Amateur Championship Trophy,
he said that winning the Open at St.
on May 26 before 5,000 spectators.
1930, St. Andrews
Andrews was the “ambition of his
“[Mr. Roper] had a very clear, steady
life”, and then told them that the Claret Jug would relook in his eyes, his manner and his bearing were quite
main in Scotland in the custody of the Royal & Ancient
composed,” Mr. Jones’ wrote.
Golf Club of which he was a member.
Mr. Jones began 3-4-3-2-4. His double-eagle at the
In August, Mr. Jones won his third U.S. Amateur
4th was accomplished by holing a 120 yard bunker shot.
(Minikahda). In the autumn, he withdrew from Emory
After three holes, he was five under par but only 3 up.
and shortly thereafter passed the examination for the
He maintained that advantage taking just 60 strokes
Georgia bar.
through 16 holes, and it was there that he won 3 & 2 after Mr. Roper three-putted. “I think [Roper] would have
Two years passed before his next visit to St. Andrews.
won from any other player in the field in that round. I
In 1928, he won his fourth U.S. Amateur (Brae Burn)
know he would have beaten me on any other day of the
and finished second in the U.S. Open (Olympia Fields).
tournament, except possibly on the morning of the final
In 1929, he won the U.S. Open (Winged Foot) for the
match,” Mr. Jones concluded.
third time.
Although there were two interceding matches before
The stage was set for his return to St. Andrews in an
he met Cyril Tolley in the fourth round, it was the battle
attempt to win the only major that had eluded him, the
with Mr. Tolley that brought 10,000 onto the course to
Amateur Championship. The vagaries of match play
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watch. Mr. Tolley had won the Amateur the year before
and for the second time. “He was a big, powerful player
with an exquisite touch in the short game,” Mr. Jones
reflected, “and in my opinion the most dangerous man
I could possibly meet in an eighteen hole match at St.
Andrews”.
For 16 holes neither player was ever more than 1 up;
and the match was squared six times.

Jones 4 5 4 5 5 4 4 3 5 39
Tolley 5 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 3 38
Jones 4 4 5 3 4 3 5 4 4 36 75
Tolley 4 5 4 4 3 5 4 4 4 37 75
All square, they came to the Road Hole - the most
dramatic stage in golf. Mr. Darwin about the 17th :

Jones wrote. Mr. Tolley was stymied; Mr. Jones won in
19 holes, and he later reflected:
I have always regretted that such a splendid,
exciting match should have been decided by a stymie,
yet the stymie was an accepted and important part
of match play golf in those days, as indeed I think it
should be today and always.
Mr. Jones made it through his three intervening
matches 1 up, 4 & 3, and 1 up to meet Roger Wethered in the 36-hole final. This time it is estimated that
15,000 came out to watch. Having played well against
Mr. Wethered in the Walker Cup just 15 days before and
having been successful in some very tight matches in his
earlier Old Course rounds, Mr. Jones was confident.
The 36-hole match was decided at the 30th (the 12th)
where Mr. Jones won 7 & 6 - by a dog’s license, as
the English say, because the price of a dog’s license
was 7 shillings and 6 pence. Mr. Jones’ card was
comprised of 5 threes, 3 fives, and 22 fours.

[It] has been more praised and more abused
probably than any other hole in the world. It has
been called unfair, and by many harder names
as well; it has caused champions with a predilection for pitching rather than running to tear their
hair; it has certainly ruined an infinite number
of scores. Many like it, most respect it, and all fear
it.

The Amateur Championship win made the
Grand Slam possible; and to win it at St. Andrews
was breathtaking, as he wrote:

Both men drove to the fairway. Mr. Jones was
away. Before playing, he asked that the spectators
be moved to the left further away from the green. His
plan was to play to the left of the Road Bunker and then
onto the green. However, his ball struck a spectator and
finished on the apron at the back of the small green. Mr.
Tolley played short of the bunker “stopping in a position leaving the bunker between his ball and the flag”.
Mr. Jones, being away, chipped to eight feet. Mr. Tolley
played his pitch barely over the bunker and it trickled
down to two feet. “Tolley himself, after the passage of 28
years, confirmed to me that this was the finest shot of his
life. I am sure that it was,” Mr. Jones recalled in his book.
They both holed their putts and moved to the 18th all
square.
Both players drove to within ten yards of the green.
Mr. Jones ran his ball through the Valley of Sin and overran the hole by 25 feet. Mr. Tolley’s second finished at
half that distance to the hole. Mr. Jones missed his putt
but left the ball close. Mr. Tolley two-putted, and the
match moved to its 19th hole.
Mr. Tolley played a weak second shot left of the green
(the 1st hole) and then chipped his third to seven feet.
Both balls were on the same side of the hole when Mr.
Jones’ third finished a couple of inches short. “The hole
was completely shut off to anything but a miracle,” Mr.

I don’t think I was ever so happy about any
golf event in my life. ... I shall do my best at
Hoylake [for the Open Championship] but I shall
not worry if I do not win there. This was the big
thing for me.
At Hoylake he won by six.
Six years later (1936), traveling with friends to
Berlin for the Olympic Games, Mr. Jones stopped first
to play at Sunningdale and then Gleneagles. While at the
hotel, they decided to make an anonymous trip to St.
Andrews for a round at the Old Course. A chauffeur was
sent ahead to put four names in the ballot for a tee time:
F. Hodgon, D. Garlington, E. Kelley, and R.T. Jones Jr.
On the morning, they motored to St. Andrews for
lunch at the Royal & Ancient clubhouse before playing. Word had spread that he was coming, and most
businesses closed so everyone could go to the course to
watch. About 4,000 gathered. After a few holes, only Mr.
Jones and Willie Auchterlonie, the honorary professional
of the R&A, played on as two. Mr. Jones turned in 32
and finished at par. He wrote later, “There was sort of a
holiday mood in the crowd. It seemed, or they made it
appear at least, that they were just glad to see me back,
and however I played golf was all right with them, only
they wanted to see it.”
Twenty-two years later (1958), the World Team
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Amateur Team Championship was inaugurated at St. Andrews, and Mr. Jones was named the U.S. captain. During that visit, Mr. Jones, in a ceremony he said was “the
most impressive and emotional” of his life, was made a
Freeman of St. Andrews. “... we wish to honor Mr. Jones
because we feel drawn to him by ties of affection and
personal regard of a particularly cordial nature,” stated St.
Andrews’ Provost, “and because we know that he himself
has declared his own enduring affection for the place and
for its people.” Only Benjamin Franklin had been previously (1759) so honored.
On December 18, 1971, play on the Old Course
came to a halt as the flag on the Royal & Ancient clubhouse was lowered to half staff on the news of Mr. Jones’
death. At a memorial service in May, Roger Wethered,
his long time rival and friend, gave the tribute. Following
the service, a procession made its way through the streets
led by a member of the Club staff carrying one of the
ceremonial silver clubs.
St. Andrews had given him
his nickname, their citizenship,
their eulogies, their love, and
named the 10th hole for him.
Only the home hole is also
named for an individual.

tance from the 1st tee. Paired together on the second
day for the morning foursomes of the 1975 Walker
Cup Match, the U.S. side of veteran William C.
Campbell and newcomer John Grace reported to the
tee a little ahead of time. They had already decided
that Grace would drive at the odd numbered holes,
so Campbell decided to use the extra time before the
match to hit a few putts on the practice green some
50 yards from the 1st tee.
As the visiting team, Campbell and Grace had
the honor. The wind was gusting from the west,
which carried the announcement of the match’s
beginning beyond Campbell’s earshot.
As the breeze momentarily died, Campbell
heard “the click” of Grace’s drive just before striking
a practice putt, and he was unable to interrupt his
stroke. He had practiced during the play of the hole.
Instantly and instinctively recognizing his violation,
Campbell walked onto the fairway and reported his
violation to the referee, the
U.S. had just lost the first
hole [Rule 7-2 and Rule
29].
The referee for the match,
John Pasquill from the Royal
and Ancient Golf Club,
accepted Campbell’s report
but made no immediate
announcement to the other
players. Because play of the
hole had ended with the
Rules violation and the loss
of hole, Campbell was free
to play his side’s second from
where Grace’s good drive lay
to the green, as simply more
practice. Besides, he was
reluctant to chill his partner’s
enthusiasm.

2
Billy Campbell
at St. Andrews
No American amateur has
ever equalled the St. Andrews
record that Bobby Jones
earned. Indeed, Mr. Campbell
might be embarrassed by even
appearing in a piece like this
one that describes the two men
in some commensurate way.
However, we are writing about
their accomplishments in the
town of St. Andrews, where
they both competed frequently,
and where they both were held in
such esteem.

William C. Campbell,
Winner of the Silver Club, 1988,
The Queen Adelaide Gold Medal on his lapel

In 1975, as a member of the
U.S. Walker Cup Team [previously he had captained
there in 1955; and played there on the 1971 team], Mr.
Campbell was presented early on with an awkward—but
straight forward—Rules situation, as described in Golf
Rules Illustrated, 2002-2011, Rule 29 Incident:
The practice putting green at the Old Course in
St. Andrews lies just off the course and a short dis-

Walking across the
Swilken Burn, Campbell told
Grace what had taken place.
“He was incredulous, to say the
least,” Campbell recalled.

The fact that the practice green was off the
course, beyond the out of bounds marker, gave Grace
reason to believe they might have a chance on appeal, though there is no such distinction within the
Rules.
Campbell reported to Pasquill that his partner
[Grace] wished to protest the ruling and appeal to the
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Committee. In a neutral voice, Pasquill appropriately
replied, “On the golf course, I am the Committee.”
Thus, the Americans lost the first hole and eventually
the match to Mark James and Richard Eyles.
In 1954 at Muirfield, Mr. Campbell finished runnerup (2 & 1) to D.W. Bachli in the Amateur Championship. Ten years later at Canterbury, he defeated Ed
Tutwiler, Jr. (1 up) to win the U.S. Amateur.
However, it is his Walker Cup statistics for which he
is best known competitively. He
played on 8 Walker Cup teams
in 18 of a possible 24 games.
He won 11, lost 4, and tied 3.
He was selected to captain and
play in 1955, but elected to
captain only. He was the third
oldest to ever compete—52
years, 1975 at St. Andrews. His
is the longest span of years as a
Walker Cup player—24 years,
1951 - 1975.

brought them all together in one life. In the six centuries of
its recorded history, the game will record that he was one of
its great, gentle men.
“It is an honorable game,” he said in 1987 upon assuming the R&A Captaincy, “an honorable institution, if you
will, so that people shouldn’t need policemen to keep them
straight. That goes with being a golfer.”
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Yours vy truly,

For P.D.C.:
The charm of walk-along, rough-and-ready golf will soon be just
a memory, like sandlot baseball and the old swimming hole.
				
			

John Updike
This Crowded Life
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